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Abstract.The notion of preopen  set plays a significant role in general topology and hence in  this paper, 

the notion of 휀 −preopen compactness is established and it is the focal point of this 

article. Also the relations with other numerous types of compactness are discussed. In 

addition, new separation axioms are established. 
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Introduction 

 

The notion of pre-open set was introduced by Mashhour et al. [18].Assuming(𝓢, 𝜑 ) be a 

topological space (or simply,  a space) and ẞ ⊆  𝓢.  ThenA is α-open or α set [14, 12] 

(resp., semi-open [2], semi-closed [2], pre-open [11], preclosed [11], semi-preopen [2], 

generalized closed [9]) ifẞ ⊆  𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑙(𝑖𝑛𝑡(ẞ))) (𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝. ,ẞ ⊆  𝑐𝑙(𝑖𝑛𝑡(ẞ)), 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑙(ẞ))  ⊆

 ẞ,ẞ ⊆ 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑙(ẞ)), 𝑐𝑙(𝑖𝑛𝑡(ẞ))  ⊆  ẞ,ẞ ⊆  𝑐𝑙(𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑙(ẞ))), 𝑐𝑙(ẞ)  ⊆  𝑈, for every open 

set 𝑈 containing ẞ), where 𝑖𝑛𝑡( ) and 𝑐𝑙( ) are the interior and closure operations, 

respectively. A is regular-open if ẞ =  𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑙(ẞ))[16]. Complements of regular-open sets 

are called regular-closed. A is semi-regular [11] if it is both semi-open and semi-closed.  

ẞis interior closed [7] if 𝑖𝑛𝑡(ẞ) is semi-closed. ẞis an ẞ set [16] if ẞ =  𝑈 ∩  𝐶, where 𝑈 

is an open set and 𝐶 is a regular closed set.  It is known that an A set is semi-open [16].  

ẞis a ℒ set[4] if ẞ =  𝑈 ∩  𝐶 where 𝑈 is an open set and 𝐶 is semi-closed. A is locally 

closed if ẞ is open in its closure [4]. ẞis an ẞℒ − set [4] if ẞ =  𝑈 ∩  𝐶, where 𝑈  is open 

and 𝐶  is semi-regular.  Equivalently, ẞ is an locally closedset if ẞ =  𝑈 ∩  𝐶, where 𝑈 is 

open and 𝐶  is closed.  Clearly every ẞ set is a locally closed set and every locally closed 
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set is a ℒ − set.  Since regularclosed sets are semi-regular and since semi-regular sets are 

semi-closed, the following implications are obvious:ẞ −  𝑠𝑒𝑡 ⇒  ẞℒ  −  𝑠𝑒𝑡 ⇒  ℒ  − 

set,but none of them of course is reversible [4]. Moreover, since the intersection of an open 

set and a semi-regular set is always semi-open, every AB set is semi-open.A space (𝓢,

𝜑 ) is called a partition  space  if every open subset of 𝓢 isclosed, see [4]. (𝓢, 𝜑 )is called 

hyper connected if every open subset of 𝓢 is dense. (𝓢, 𝜑 )is called extremely 

disconnected (simply, ED) if every open subset of 𝓢has an open closure or equivalently if 

every regular closed setis open. Spaces that contain two disjoint dense subsets are called 

resolv- able.  (𝓢, 𝜑 )is called strongly  irresolvable [6] if every open subspace of 𝓢  is  

irresolvable,  i.e.   itcannot  be represented  as  a  disjoint  union  of twodense subsets. In 

[5], it has been pointed out that a space is strongly irre- solvable if and only if every 

preopen set is semi-open. (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is said to be P-closed [3] (resp., quasi—H—closed 

(simply, QHC)) if every preopen (resp., open ) cover of 𝓢 has a finite subfamily the 

preclosures (resp., closures) of whose members cover 𝓢.  (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is said to be strongly  

compact  [10] if everypreopen cover  has a finite subcover.  (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is called nearly  

compact  [13]  ifevery cover of 𝓢 by regular open sets has a finite sub cover. Thompson 

[15] introduced the class of S-closed spaces, where a space 𝓢 is called S-closed if every 

semi-open cover of 𝓢 has a finite subfamily the closures of whose members cover 𝓢, or 

equivalently, if every regular closed cover of 𝓢 has afinite subcover. (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is said to be 

strongly p-regular [5] (resp., p-regular, almost p- regular) if for each point 𝑥 ∈  𝓢 and each 

pre-closed set (resp., closed set, regular closed set) 𝐹  such that 𝑥does not belongs to 𝐹, 

there exist disjoint pre-open sets 𝑉 and 𝑈 such that 𝑥∈ U and 𝐹 ⊆  𝑉.   

Throughout this paper, (𝓢,𝜑) and (𝑌, 𝛿) stand for topological spaces with no separation 

axioms assumed unless otherwise mentioned.The fundamental notion of generalized open 

sets was introduced and explored by several authors. In recent years a number of other 

generalizations of open sets have been studied. Generalized open sets play a very important 

role in General Topology and they are now the research topics of many topologists 

worldwide. In fact, a significant theme in General Topology and Real analysis concerns the 

variously modified forms of continuity, separation axioms etc.  byutilizing generalized 

open sets.  One ofthe most well known notions and also an inspiration source is the notion 

of generalized preopen sets introduced in [1]. This class is a superset of the class of semi-

closed sets, the class of 𝛼 −sets, the class of ẞℒ  sets, the classof A sets and the class of 
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semi-regular sets. Moreover, these investigationslead to solve the problem of finding the 

continuity dual of some generalized continuous functions in order to have a decomposition 

of continuity. 

 

Generalized preopen sets in certain spaces 

 

We begin this section by recalling the concept of generalized preopen set and some related 

results from [1]. 

 

Definition 1. [1] A subset ẞ of a space 𝓢 is 휀-preopen (simply, 휀 − 𝑝𝑜) set if 𝑐𝑙(ẞ)  ⊆

 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑈), whenever 𝑈 is a preclosed subset such that int(U)⊇A. Complements of 휀 −po sets 

are called generalized preclosed (simply, 휀 −pc) sets. 

 

By 휀 −pc(𝓢, 𝜑 ) (resp., 휀 − 𝑝𝑐(𝓢, 𝜑 )), we denote the collection of all 휀 −pc (resp., 

휀 −pc)  sets in 𝓢. 

 

Lemma 1. [1] A subset ẞ of a space 𝓢 is ε-pc if and only if for every preopen set V 

contained in ẞ,𝑉 ⊆  𝑖𝑛𝑡(ẞ).We remark that if ẞ and ℒ  are 휀 −po sets, then ẞ ∩  ℒ  need 

not be a 휀 −po set, while arbitrary unions of 휀 −po sets are 휀 −po sets. 

 

Definition 2. A space (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is 휀 −po irresolvable if every preopen set is a 휀 −po set. 

 

Theorem 1. In a strongly irresolvable space, every semi-open set is a 휀 −po set. 

 

Theorem 2. If (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is strongly irresolvable, then it is 휀 −po-irresolvable. 

 

Proof.Assumingẞbe a preopen set. Then since 𝓢 is strongly irresolvable,ẞ is semi-open 

and by Theorem 2, ẞ is a 휀 −po- set. 

The converse of Theorem 2 is not true in general. ẞ =  (−∞, 1]with the leftray topology 

on the reals is a 휀 −po- set and a preopen set but not semi-open. 
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The following is a new characterization of open sets. 

 

Theorem 3. [1] A subset ẞ ⊆  𝓢 is open if and only if ẞis a 휀 −po set and a preopen set. 

휀 −po- compact spaces 

 

Several types of compact spaces were discussed in [3,4,5,8,11]. In this section, 휀 −po-

compact notion is introduced and connections to other several well-known types of 

compactness are discussed. 

 

Definition 3. A space (𝓢, 𝜑 ) is 휀 −po-compact if every 휀 −po-cover (a cover consisting 

of 휀 −po- sets) of 𝓢  has a finite subcover. 

Equivalently, (𝓢 , 𝜑  ) is 휀 −po-compact if every 휀 −po-cover of 𝓢  has a finite subcover. 

A submaximal space is an example of a 휀 −po-compact space. The proof of the following 

result follows from the fact that every open set is a 휀 −po set. 

 

Theorem 4. If (𝓢 , 𝜑  ) is a 휀 −po-compact space, then it is compact. 

 

Since every compact space is nearly compact and a QHC−space, a 휀 −po- compact space 

is nearly compact and QHC. 

 

Theorem 5. If a space (𝓢 , 𝜑  ) is 휀 −po-irresolvable and 휀 −po-compact, then it is 

strongly compact. 

 

Proof.Assumingẞ =  {ẞ𝛼 ∶  𝛼  ∈  ∆} be a preopen-cover of 𝓢 . Then since 𝓢  is 휀 −po- 

irresolvable, by Theorem 1, A is a 휀 −po- cover of 𝓢  and since 𝓢  is 휀 −po-compact, it 

has a finite subcover. Thus 𝓢  is strongly compact. 

 

The converse of Theorem 4 need not be true since a 휀 −po- set need not be preopen. In 

addition, the notions of 휀 −po-irresolvable and ε-po-compact are independent. 

 

Corollary 1. If a space (𝓢 , 𝜑  ) is 휀 −po-irresolvable and ε-po-compact, then it is P-

closed. 
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Proof.Assumingẞ =  {ẞ𝛼 ∶  𝛼  ∈  ∆} be a preopen cover of 𝓢 . Since 𝓢  is 휀 −po-

irresolvable, ẞ𝛼 is a 휀 −po set for all 𝛼  ∈  ∆ and A is a 휀 −po-cover of 𝓢 .Since𝓢 is 

휀 −po-compact, it has a finite subcover. Thus 𝓢 ⊆  ẞαi.
𝑛
𝑖 =1 But[ ẞαi

𝑛
𝑖 =1 ⊆ [ pcl(ẞαi), 

and so 𝓢  is P-closed.Since a ε-poset need not be preopen, a P-closed space need not beε-

po-irresolvable or 휀 −po-compact. 

 

Corollary 2.If (𝓢 , 𝜑  ) is P-closed, 𝑇 0 and 휀 −po-compact, then it is strongly compact. 

 

Proof. By Theorem 3, (𝓢 , 𝜑) is strongly irresolvable. By Theorem 2, (𝓢 , 𝜑) is 휀 −po-

irresolvable and by Theorem 5, (𝓢 , 𝜑  ) is strongly compact. 
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